Abstract-Ancestral genome reconstruction is an important task to analyze the evolution of genomes. Recent progress in sequencing ancient DNA led to the publication of so-called paleogenomes and allows the integration of this sequencing data in genome evolution analysis. However, the de novo assembly of ancient genomes is usually fragmented due to DNA degradation over time among others. Integrated phylogenetic assembly addresses the issue of genome fragmentation in the ancient DNA assembly while aiming to improve the reconstruction of all ancient genomes in the phylogeny simultaneously. The fragmented assembly of the ancient genome can be represented as an assembly graph, indicating contradicting ordering information of contigs. In this setting, our approach is to compare the ancient data with extant finished genomes. We generalize a reconstruction approach minimizing the Single-Cut-or-Join rearrangement distance towards multifurcating trees and include edge lengths to improve the reconstruction in practice. This results in a polynomial time algorithm that includes additional ancient DNA data at one node in the tree, resulting in consistent reconstructions of ancestral genomes.
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INTRODUCTION
IN comparative evolutionary genomics, one aim is to analyze the diversity of genomes from present-day species to reconstruct the structure of ancient genomes and shed light on the dynamics of evolutionary processes underlying the development of extant genomes. The speciation history leading to the present-day genomes can be represented as a phylogenetic tree. Genome reconstruction methods aim to infer genomic features, such as gene order or more generally genome architecture, at internal nodes of such a tree by comparing conserved features in the extant genomes at its leaves, e.g., under parsimony assumptions. This problem has already been widely studied under different models of parsimony and distance formulations [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] .
Besides the phylogeny and the genome sequences of extant species, a third source of data for reconstruction became available recently, namely ancient DNA (aDNA) sequencing data obtained from conserved remains. One example is the genome of the ancestor of Yersinia pestis strains that is understood to be the cause of the Black Death pandemic [7] . Other recent examples include an ancient horse [8] or the Phytophthora infestans strain that caused the dramatic irish potato famine [9] . These recent advances thus offer extremely valuable new perspectives on the evolution of important species, in particular pathogens. However, aside of rare examples [10] , environmental conditions influence sources for paleogenomes and result in degradation and fragmentation of DNA molecules over time, causing sequencing to produce very short reads [11] (e.g., an average read length of 53 bp in [7] ). This entails the assembly of aDNA to be specifically challenging and leads to a fragmented assembly with many short contigs, preventing in many cases to address questions on the evolution of genome architecture without an additional scaffolding step. We present a scaffolding method adapted to such datasets within a phylogenetic framework.
An existing method specifically targeted at scaffolding aDNA contigs is FPSAC [12] . It follows a local approach concentrating on only one internal node representing the ancestor of interest, reducing the use of phylogenetic information to computing ancestral copy numbers for contigs, and detecting and weighting aDNA contig adjacencies that are conserved in extant species. The scaffolding is done through a combinatorial optimization algorithm that does not rely on the given phylogeny [13] in polynomial time. FPSAC was successfully applied to the highly fragmented aDNA contigs of the agent of the Black Death pandemic, showing that local scaffolding of individual fragmented ancient genomes can be achieved in polynomial time-complexity.
In the present paper, we present a global approach for reconstructing all ancient genomes along a given phylogeny simultaneously, including a scaffold for aDNA contigs for one internal node of the phylogeny. Contrary to FPSAC, our approach is an extension of the small parsimony problem minimizing a rearrangement distance, which is generally known to be NP-hard [14] . The only exception is the Single-Cut-or-Join (SCJ) distance [15] , for which a polynomial-time exact small parsimony algorithm is described in [15] . However, in a global approach we presented in [16] extending the SCJ small parsimony problem with weighted gene adjacencies, the problem was shown to be NP-hard again. Here, we extend the result in [15] to the case of multifurcating trees with edge lengths, and integrate aDNA assembly information in the optimization. Restricting this additional information to a single internal node, we show that this problem is still tractable.
The idea underlying this paper has been previously introduced in [17] . An implementation of the algorithm is available at https:// github.com/nluhmann/EWRA.
BACKGROUND
Genome Representation
Both extant and ancient genomes are sets of chromosomes, plasmids or contigs. Each such component is represented by a sequence of oriented markers, each marker defining a set of homologous sequences. In the present work, we assume that each marker appears exactly once in each genome, which implies that the set of the occurrences of a marker within all genomes encodes a family of orthologous genomic segments. From a practical point of view, as we consider the unique case of having ancient contigs for one ancestor of the considered genomes, markers can be defined by alignment of assembled aDNA contigs for this ancestor onto the extant genomes (see [12] for example). As it is usual in genome rearrangement models, in order to represent the orientation of markers along the chromosomes we associate to any marker a two extremities, its head a h and its tail a t . The order of markers in the genome can also be represented by adjacencies, which are unordered pairs of two extremities from neighboring markers, for example fa h ; b t g. Given a set of adjacencies corresponding to a genome, when one marker extremity is contained in two or more different adjacencies, these adjacencies are said to be conflicting. A genome with no conflicting adjacencies can be written as a set of linear or circular sequences of markers and is said to be consistent.
Small Parsimony Problem under Rearrangement Distances
In order to reconstruct ancient genomes, we are starting from consistent genomes at the leaves of the considered phylogeny T , represented by adjacency sets between marker extremities, and aim at a consistent labeling of T , i.e., an assignment of genomes to all internal nodes of T none of which contains a conflict. Adjacencies can be represented by a binary encoding, set to 1 if the adjacency is present and to 0 if it is absent from the genome. Reconstructed genomes then contain all adjacencies for which the internal node is labeled 1. We look for an optimal labeling of such binary characters, defined as a labeling minimizing a chosen genomic distance over the tree. This problem is known as the small parsimony problem. To define it formally within the context of the SCJ distance, we consider the case of a unique adjacency, i.e., a unique binary character.
Definition 1 (Parsimonious labeling). Given a tree T ¼ ðV; EÞ with each leaf l labeled either 0 or 1, and a distance function d from f0; 1g 2 to R, a labeling : V ! f0; 1g is parsimonious if it minimizes the overall distance d in the tree
In a simple setting, the distance is 0 if the label does not change along an edge and is 1 otherwise. Extended to a set of adjacencies, this simple distance is known as the Single-Cut-or-Join distance introduced by Feijão and Meidanis [15] , a set-theoretic rearrangement distance modeling cuts and joins of adjacencies.
Definition 2 (SCJ distance [15] ). Given two genomes defined by sets of adjacencies A and B, the SCJ distance between these genomes is d SCJ ðA; BÞ ¼ jA À Bj þ jB À Aj; where A À B is the set difference between sets A and B.
For most rearrangement distances, the small parsimony problem is NP-hard even for the simple case of an unrooted tree with three leaves (the median problem) [14] . So far, the only exception to this general hardness result is the SCJ distance where the small parsimony problem can be solved in polynomial time. Indeed, a consistent labeling over a given tree which minimizes the sum of the SCJ distances along the branches of the tree can be computed by the Fitch algorithm [18] using the binary encoding of adjacencies under the parsimony objective of this algorithm.
The Fitch algorithm works in two phases: a bottom-up phase assigns recursively sets of potential labels to each internal node of the tree (f0g; f1g or f0; 1g indicating ambiguity regarding a parsimonious labeling), then a top-down phase selects one label for the root (from its assigned label set) and propagates this information unambiguously down the tree. Although adjacencies are not independent, it has been shown that reconstructing the history of each adjacency separately assigns no conflicting adjacencies, provided that labels at all leaves are consistent and 0 is chosen for the root if the label set assigned to it during the bottom-up phase is f0; 1g [15] . The labeling for the rest of the tree is then unambiguous. Hence this constrained version of the Fitch algorithm provides consistent genomes at internal nodes in polynomial time, while minimizing the SCJ distance, thus solving the small parsimony problem.
A downside of this approach is that this reconstruction is sparse and finds only the most fragmented under all co-optimal solutions, due to the choice of selecting the absence of an adjacency at the root when there is ambiguity. It follows that some adjacencies are absent from the reconstructed genomes, although they could be included without causing conflicts neither increasing the SCJ distance along the branches of the tree. Furthermore, the Fitch algorithm can only handle binary trees and so excludes phylogenies that are not fully resolved. In the next section, we generalize the result of [15] for multifurcating trees and show how to address the sparsity issue.
EDGE-WEIGHTED SCJ LABELING PROBLEM
For the small parsimony problem with the SCJ distance, it can easily be shown that choosing a 0 label (i.e., the absence of an adjacency) whenever it is possible, also at internal nodes of the tree, results in a consistent labeling. Conversely, always including an adjacency in case of ambiguity can result in complex conflicts and would therefore require a subsequent conflict clearing step that is mindful of the tree structure. To avoid this, we propose to include edge lengths in the reconstruction and minimize an edge-weighted SCJ distance. Considering edge lengths in the tree allows to place mutations along longer branches in the case of co-optimal labelings, while the solution is also likely to be unique in practice.
Definition 3 (Edge-weighted SCJ labeling problem). Given a tree T ¼ ðV; EÞ with each leaf labeled with adjacencies and each edge e 2 E labeled with an edge length 'ðeÞ, a labeling of the internal nodes of T is an optimal edge-weighted SCJ labeling if under all consistent labelings it minimizes the edge-weighted SCJ tree distance
Since the Fitch algorithm is restricted to unit costs, we extend the result in [15] to find an optimal edge-weighted SCJ labeling with the Sankoff-Rousseau dynamic programming algorithm [19] , also allowing multifurcating trees. We give an overview of the algorithm below (see [20] for an extensive review on the SankoffRousseau algorithm), followed by a proof of the consistency of the solution.
For a given adjacency a, let S ¼ f0; 1g be the set of all possible labels of a node in the phylogeny. The cost of a label l 2 S at a node v is defined as the minimal total cost within the subtree rooted at v when labeling it with l. It can be computed by minimizing the sum over the cost to all possible labelings of children of v together with the corresponding cost along the edges from v to its children. A leaf is labeled according to the absence or presence of a in the corresponding extant genome. The length of the edge between two incident nodes in the tree is then directly included in the bottom-up assignment of the cost C a l ðvÞ of assigning label l 2 S to node v with children set dðvÞ The cost for each label at each node can be computed in a bottomup traversal, labeling a node as soon as all its children are labeled. Afterwards, we can choose a label with the minimum cost at the root node r as its final assignment F a ðrÞ ¼ min l C a l ðrÞ. In a topdown traversal of the tree, the final label of an internal node v, with parent w already labeled with F a ðwÞ, corresponds to the labels that yielded the minimum in the bottom-up computation, such that In the remainder of this section, we show that the edgeweighted Sankoff-Rousseau algorithm assigns consistent genomes. We assume a sparse variant of the algorithm where the label 0 is chosen during the top-down phase any time there is an ambiguity, i. e., either at the root node or at an internal node, the cost for both l 2 S is minimal. We call it the sparse edge-weighted Sankoff-Rousseau algorithm.
With the following inequalities, we show that for two conflicting adjacencies, the cost at each node in the tree will not allow a conflicting assignment of adjacencies. Proof. The proof is by induction on the height h of a node x in the tree, which is the maximal length from x to any descendant leaf. For h ¼ 0, the node is a leaf in the tree consistently labeled as required by the lemma. Table 1 indicates all potential labelings for adjacencies a and b and shows that the lemma holds for all leaves.
When h ! 1, we assume that any node with height g < h and therefore all children of x satisfy the lemma. Let dðxÞ be the set of children of x and for each y 2 dðxÞ we set k y :¼ 
Based on these observations for all children y, we show that the lemma holds for node x. First, we plug Equations (1) and (2) into the inequalities stated in the lemma and embed the subtraction inside each term as follows: For all children y contained in the first term, we can apply observation (3) to derive a condition on adjacency b. Equivalently, we apply observation (4) to the last term and observations (5) and (6) to the middle term 
In all cases, the lemma holds.
contradicts the minimality of the depth of v and therefore concludes the proof. t u Theorem 1. For a rooted tree T with leaves annotated with consistent genomes containing the same set of markers, the adjacency sets A v ¼ fa : F a ðvÞ ¼ 1g assigned to all internal nodes v with the sparse edge-weighted Sankoff-Rousseau algorithm are consistent genomes and minimize the edge-weighted SCJ distance.
Proof. The labeling with the edge weighted Sankoff-Rousseau algorithm minimizes the edge-weighted distance for each adjacency independently. According to Theorem 6.3 in [15] , including an adjacency a in every node v where F a ðvÞ ¼ 1, minimizing the total branch length of the tree for a separately, builds genomes that minimize the total SCJ distance over the tree. That argumentation also holds in the edge-weighted model, i. e., when including the scaling factor of 1='ððu; vÞÞ to the equations accordingly. Lemma 2 shows that no conflicting adjacencies will be assigned to any node. Therefore assigning the set of adjacencies A v to any internal node v in T minimizes the total sum of SCJ cost per edge. t u
INTEGRATING ADNA SEQUENCING DATA
Ancient DNA sequencing data provides the opportunity to restrict the ancestral reconstruction problem by additional data directly observed at internal nodes of the phylogeny. We extend the framework of the Sankoff-Rousseau algorithm to include aDNA sequencing information. For this, we exploit the property of the algorithm to allow for multifurcating trees by extending the given phylogenetic tree with an additional leaf connected to the ancestral node of interest. Further, we show how we can ensure consistency of the labeling even though the assumption of consistency in the auxiliary leaf genome is violated.
Augmented Phylogenetic Tree
Definition 4 (Augmented phylogenetic tree). Given a tree
T ¼ ðV; EÞ with each leaf labeled with consistent sets of adjacencies. We call the tree augmented if one internal node x is assigned a set of possibly conflicting adjacencies A Ã .
We assume that one internal node of T is augmented with an assembly graph built from aDNA. The graph reflects the fragmented assembly of the ancient genome, where nodes are assembled contigs and edges indicate potential sequences that can join contigs. This graph is hence an important source of information for scaffolding purposes, as paths in the graph are possible substrings of the considered genome, while branches indicate uncertainty about the exact genome sequence (see [21] for example). For our purpose, it is important to notice that branching nodes in the assembly graph connect one extremity with several others, thus inducing conflicting adjacencies A Ã .
We can think of such an assembly graph in two ways: it can be obtained directly from the de Bruijn graph or string/overlap graph created by most assemblers, where nodes represent contigs and edges are supported by reads that indicate potential scaffolding paths. We will refer to such a graph as a contig assembly graph in the following. In addition, we can also construct such a graph from the comparison of marker orders in extant genomes. Let A be the set of all marker adjacencies observed in the extant genomes in T . Assuming fully assembled genomes as references, each adjacency a 2 A is supported by a set of extant genome sequences that fill the gap between both markers in this adjacency. Following the idea introduced in [22] , we compute a template for the gap in the ancestral adjacency using the extant gap sequences. The template guides the search for a set of overlapping aDNA reads that minimize the edit distance to the template. We can then build a graph, where nodes are markers and we have an edge between two markers if the adjacency is supported by aDNA reads. We will refer to such a graph as a marker assembly graph.
We note that both the contig and the marker assembly graph follow the same idea: we want to augment the phylogenetic tree with scaffolding information obtained from the aDNA sequencing data. Given the quality of the sequencing data, the contig assembly graph will only represent potential links that are well sequenced and will likely not contain many edges given the quality of aDNA data. On the other hand, the marker graph is guided by assembled reference genomes and hence includes the aDNA data not completely de novo, but will result in a less sparse assembly graph.
Labeling Problem on Augmented Phylogenetic Tree
The assembly graph based on ancient sequencing reads defines putative adjacencies between markers on connected contigs. These adjacencies constrain the reconstruction by providing evidence of the genome structure closely related to internal node x in the tree. Let d x be the distance from the ancient sample to x, where a distance close to 0 would indicate the ancient sample to be a direct ancestor of some of the extant strains in the tree, but it can also generally be applied to scale the importance of the adjacencies in A Ã in relation to the length of edges connecting x in the following variant of the optimization problem:
Definition 5 (Edge-weighted SCJ labeling of augmented phylogenetic tree). Given a phylogenetic tree T ¼ ðV; EÞ augmented with A Ã at node x with distance d x > 0 and each edge e 2 E labeled with an edge length 'ðeÞ, a labeling of the internal nodes of T is an optimal augmented edge-weighted SCJ labeling if under all consistent labelings it minimizes the sum of the edge-weighted SCJ tree distance and the SCJ distance to the adjacencies inferred from the assembly graph
We show how to find such a labeling by augmenting the original tree with an additional leaf attached to the augmented ancestral node. This leaf will be labeled with the presence or absence of an adjacency in the assembly graph just like other leaves representing extant genomes. However the set of adjacencies present in the assembly graph is not necessarily consistent and can cause conflicts. Instead of adding a post-processing step that resolves all the conflicts in the tree after the reconstruction, in Algorithm 1 we propose an approach that integrates the conflict resolution into the reconstruction process. To clear conflicts, we rely on the exact polynomial time MAX-ROW-C1P algorithm described in [13] . This algorithm, based on computing a maximum-weight matching in a graph derived from the assembly graph, selects a subset of adjacencies that forms a set of linear and/or circular chromosomes.
Theorem 2. Given an augmented phylogenetic tree, Algorithm 1 (EWRA) computes an optimal augmented edge-weighted SCJ labeling in polynomial time. 
Proof. According to Theorem 1, the edge-weighted Sankoff-Rousseau algorithm assigns consistent, SCJ minimizing genomes when the leaf labels are consistent. Rerooting the tree will not affect the outcome of the reconstruction. In the bottom-up phase, the conflicting leaf will only influence the assignment at the root. All other internal nodes fulfill Corollary 1, as the original leaves are consistently labeled. Therefore they cannot cause a conflicting assignment in the top-down phase when the parent assignment is consistent. As conflicts can be restricted to the root node, they have to be resolved with a minimal increase in parsimony costs before propagating the assignment down the tree during the top-down phase. A consistent maximum cardinality subset of all adjacencies assigned to the root is selected by solving the MAX-ROW-C1P in polynomial time [13] . Note that this set of adjacencies can potentially result in circular scaffolds. With a then consistent root labeling, the top-down assignment will be consistent according to Lemma 2. for each node v in top-down traversal of T do 11: Compute F a ðvÞ with the sparse edge-weighted SankoffRousseau algorithm
EVALUATION
We first evaluate a reconstruction of a real data set of several mammalian genomes with the pure SCJ optimization using the Fitch algorithm [18] compared to a reconstruction with the sparse edgeweighted Sankoff-Rousseau algorithm to study the differences induced by the inclusion of edge lengths in the objective. We further test our method EWRA on a data set of Yersinia pestis genomes including ancient DNA sequencing information at one node of the phylogeny.
Including Edge Lengths Reduces Fragmentation
The data set consists of marker orders for several mammalian species as published in [3] . The extant species contain a diverse number of chromosomes ranging from 9 chromosomes in opossum to 39 chromosomes in pig. Unique and universal markers were computed as synteny blocks from whole-genome alignments with different resolution in terms of minimum marker length. Here we consider three different marker sets, varying from 2,185 markers for a resolution of 100 kb to 629 markers for a resolution of 500 kb. The underlying phylogeny and edge lengths used in this experiment are depicted in Fig. 1 .
On all three data sets, we computed three reconstructions each: (1) using the Sankoff-Rousseau algorithm without considering the lengths of the edges, (2) with the Fitch algorithm implemented in [23] and (3) with our implementation of the edge-weighted Sankoff-Rousseau algorithm as described above. Note that we do not include any aDNA information in the evaluation of this data set.
The number of scaffolds is highest with the Sankoff-Rousseau algorithm when edge lengths are not considered, as depicted in Fig. 2 . This number directly correlates with the number of reconstructed adjacencies, indicating as expected that more adjacencies are absent with the Sankoff-Rousseau algorithm, as we have to extend the constraint for the cases of ambiguity also to the internal nodes of the tree. These SCJ-optimal solutions are not contained in the solution space for the Fitch algorithm. In this sense, when the underlying tree is binary, the most fragmented solution found by the Fitch algorithm can differ from the most fragmented solution found by the Sankoff-Rousseau algorithm. Further, Fig. 2 shows the reduced number of reconstructed scaffolds when the edge lengths are included in the Sankoff-Rousseau algorithm, indicating the inclusion of adjacencies that are always excluded with the Fitch algorithm due to the consistency constraint in [15] .
Including an aDNA Assembly
We further evaluate a reconstruction of Yersinia pestis ancestors including an aDNA data set that was obtained from the remains of a London victim (individual 8,291) of the Black Death pandemic in the 14th century [7] . The phylogeny of the considered strains is depicted in Fig. 3 . Given all edge lengths in the phylogeny, d x should be chosen considering that the assembly graph influences the labeling at the root r if jC 1 ðrÞ À C 0 ðrÞj < 1=d x . In the following we assume d x ¼ 0:05, hence considering the assembly graph information only for adjacencies with mixed signal in the extant genomes.
Contig Assembly Graph
We assembled the aDNA reads with ABySS [24] , an assembler for short read data based on a distributed de Bruijn graph Fig. 1 . Underlying phylogeny for the mammalian data set. Reprinted from [3] . Fig. 2 . Number of scaffolds reconstructed at each internal node for data sets with 100, 300, and 500 kb resolution. We ran the Sankoff-Rousseau algorithm without edge lengths, the Fitch algorithm as provided in [23] and the edge-weighted Sankoff-Rousseau algorithm.
implementation. ABySS allows to output the graph after assembly. This graph then depicts assembled contigs and additional connections between contigs that could not be resolved during assembly. Given the short read length in the data, we set k ¼ 21 as the k-mer length and option Àg to output the assembly graph needed as input for EWRA. The resulting assembly contains 3,018 contigs with a length ! 500 bp. The contigs cover 3,104,032 bp in total, while the N50 value for the assembly is 1,126.
We used the segmentation process described in [12] with the obtained contigs and all extant references to compute marker sequences, restricting the set of markers to be unique and universal. In total, we obtained 2,763 marker families. On these markers, we also computed reconstructions using FPSAC [12] and the Fitch algorithm [18] as proposed in [15] .
In order to use the assembly as input for EWRA, we additionally extract all adjacencies defined by the assembly graph by mapping markers back onto the contigs. We infer intra-contig adjacencies between markers located on the same contig and inter-contig adjacencies between markers mapped to contigs connected by an edge in the de Bruijn graph. We obtain 124 intra-contig adjacencies and 583 inter-contig adjacencies defined by the edges between contigs in the assembly graph. As expected, the number of intra-contig adjacencies is low but still interesting, as they can indicate either potential rearrangement breakpoints or assembly errors in terms of wrongly connected contiguous sequences. The set of inter-contig adjacencies is likely not complete, hence we do not restrict the scaffolding of the fragmented assembly to edges present in the assembly graph. It further contains 228 pairwise conflicting adjacencies that need to be resolved in the phylogenetic context.
Marker Assembly Graph
We also infer a graph based on all extant adjacencies that are supported by the aDNA reads as described above (for details, see [22] ). The marker assembly graph contains 1,949 edges for which 3 adjacencies are pairwise conflicting. Hence in comparison to the contig assembly graph, it is less sparse and contains less conflicting information, since edges are already informed by the relationships of the extant genomes in the tree. Comparing both graphs, we have 568 adjacencies present in both, but also 1,381 adjacencies only in the marker graph and 144 adjacencies only in the contig graph, showing that the contig graph is not only a sparser version of the marker graph.
Reconstruction
As all reconstructions are based on the same set of markers, we can directly compare the reconstructed adjacencies to the FPSAC and Fitch reconstructions, shown in Fig. 4 . We see a high agreement between the reconstructed sets with 2,748 adjacencies recovered by all three methods. The small differences however deserve to be discussed in more detail.
We reconstruct 2,749 adjacencies at the London node with EWRA and the contig assembly graph, and all intra-contig adjacencies are reconstructed, confirming that there are no errors in the aDNA ABySS assembly. In comparison, we reconstruct 2,750 adjacencies with the marker assembly graph. The additional reconstructed adjacency, also supported in the Fitch reconstruction, is only reconstructed when guided by the extant reference genomes. Since this adjacency is supported by the aDNA reads in the marker graph, it is likely a missing link in the contig graph. This shows that the combination of the assembly graph with the phylogenetic framework is robust towards differences between the graphs, since the initial differences between the graphs are not reflected in the resulting reconstructions and differing adjacencies are either discarded or recovered due to their support in the phylogeny.
We have one adjacency that is reconstructed only in the global Fitch reconstruction. The adjacency is present in the Yersinia pestis strains Antiqua, Nepal516 and KIM10 but absent in the rest of the extant genomes. Hence global parsimony indicates the presence of this adjacency at the London node with a later loss along the branch to the strains CO92 and Z176003. Since the adjacency is absent in the assembly graph however, it is not reconstructed in EWRA. In FPSAC, for both extremities in this adjacency, conflicting adjacencies are reconstructed that are present in CO92 and Z176003 as it optimizes the weight-based objective in FPSAC to select a subset of adjacencies. Despite this, there are six other adjacencies that are only reconstructed in FPSAC, but have no support in a global reconstruction and hence indicate the different objectives underlying FPSAC and EWRA. None of these adjacencies are supported by both assembly graphs.
Another adjacency present in strains CO92, Z176003 and Antiqua is only reconstructed by EWRA, with conflicting alternatives reconstructed by FPSAC and Fitch. Though there is no explicit support for this adjacency in the assembly graph, in EWRA the gain of the adjacency is influenced by the edge lengths in the tree. Additionally we have three adjacencies with a mixed signal in the extant genomes that are only reconstructed by FPSAC and Fitch. One of these is excluded with EWRA only if the contig graph is considered.
Our evaluation shows that all compared methods work well on this bacterial dataset and we see a high agreement between all reconstructions. However the small number of adjacencies reconstructed by only some of the methods are up for discussion when looking for a set of high confidence scaffolds, as these adjacencies do not have the global support in the tree when edge lengths are considered in the objective. Such adjacencies should be classified as potentially weak in all reconstructions. So, while the result of FPSAC might be less fragmented due to local methods allowing to keep as many adjacencies as possible, in this example EWRA reconstructs mostly only adjacencies also supported by other methods and is therefore highly reliable.
CONCLUSION
We describe a generalization of the exact algorithm solving the small parsimony problem under the SCJ rearrangement distance including edge length information in the phylogeny. While allowing multifurcating trees, we present an integrated phylogenetic assembly approach. It includes aDNA sequencing information in the global reconstruction of all ancestors in the tree and also provides a scaffolding for the fragmented assembly while minimizing the SCJ distance. We test both a purely de novo as well as a reference-guided strategy for an initial assembly of the aDNA reads and compare it to the result of a local reconstruction by FPSAC, confirming most of the reconstructed adjacencies. Hence our method is an alternative to FPSAC allowing to reconstruct all ancestors in the phylogeny simultaneously within the same time complexity, even though restricted to unique and universal marker sets. Among the question our work raises, it would be interesting to study model variants that allow to integrate copy numbers or unequal marker content. Another question of interest would be to explore the scaffolding of extant draft genomes in the phylogenetic context. This is comparable to methods like Ragout [25] , where here we could infer the scaffolding for several draft genomes simultaneously and include the additional aDNA information to recover possible extant adjacencies.
